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Warrian denies charges of M r
Wan·ian said the big question
to be asked by the students is
"what does CUS mean and wh~t
is Waterloo University College.''
He said "this is the question
that will lead to meaningful answer;; and the required changes."
''You must understand," he
said, "that students arc niggers.'!
He said analogically everyone
sees the students as such. "The
studt,nts are ordered around by
everyone and at the same time
there are quesJ,ions about whether
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challenge at WLU.

·nted
's Council
The President's Council as,s.ists
the president in realizing the objectives of all planning I'()r the
university's d eve l o p men t. It
makes sure that the university
is moving toward Hs objectives_
It acts also as an advisory body
for the president on all matters
for which the president is responsible.
In commenting on his beliefs
about student participation, DrPeters said:
"We should apologize to this
generation of students that we
were so slow to makie changes
on university campuses that the
students felt they must revo•lt to
get a hearing.
"With our compact campus and
our student enrolment of only
2,500 there is full opportunity for
down to-earth talk between students and administratirm and we
intend bJth to talk and to act.
Students have a right to be consulted and to take part in the
business that affoots them."

they are responsible."
CUS is concerned with what
the student is Warrian said. "If
lhe student condition is a consumer," he said, "he is classed
as a person who doesn't know
anything."
Warrian said under these conditions the authority dispenses and
the student consumes.
The concept of unionism to the
student is to assert himself in
sociely and the university said
Warrian. "The student is beginning to question the relationship
between the university and society."
The students he said are after
asserting their control over their
environment and themselves. This
means they would participate in
bow they were taught.
Wan·ian said there must be
parity with the faculty and equality in decision making in the
university. "People must be rational about the questions of student-professor roles. What goes
on now in the classroom does not
achieve the truth.''
The question of whether CUS
was representative was given a
negative answer by Warrian. He
said CUS has set "representivity
as a goal."
Wan·ian asked the students to
question the university and examine it. He said the status system
in the classroom does not lead
to an interchange of ideas. ''Anyone can have a good idea," he
said.
CUS said Warrian wants to
build a mass student base. "With
this base CUS can begin to be a
force in challenging the system."
The social question can not be
isolated from what goes on in the
classroom. Warrian said "the issues we raise make larger social
questions."
Warrian condemned what he
called "cultural imperialism." He
said this is a material fact in
Canada where almost all the text
books and literature is American.
When asked about the likeness
between CUS and the students
for a Democratic Society, Warrian said they were different. He
said SDS wanted more radical
changes. CUS wants a change in

•
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the universities to the seminar because iL was not a strong
system.
enough force. "We need the backEd Aunger CUS Committee ing," he said.
Chairman was asked during the
Aunger defended Councils moquestion period if Students Coun- tives for opting out of CUS. "We
cil could deal with the question got out because we did not know
alone. He said he did not think what kind of policy CUS had in
CUS was effective with the dif- mind. We want an agenda."
ferent situation at WUC.
Warrian said an agenda on
"We have here the apparatus Vietnam was published in Febto gel the changes;' he said. "We ruary. He said WUC did not have
have the Presidents advisory any student meetings. CounLil
council and a very progressive was not thinking he said.
Students Council. We think this
Aunger was asked if the CUS
question was an election issue.
is su£ficient."
Aunger said he thinks Council Ballard rushed to the microphone
and defended himself. "It was not :
can do what CUS can do. "We an election issue but I did state
don't have the master slave rela- my disenchantment with Cl'S.''
tionship here either. I agree the
Aunger concluded by saying
Capitalist system isn't perfect, "we must stay with the system.
but I think it can be improved," But if it takes a demonstration
then we must demonstrate. I hope
he said.
we don't have to.
When Wan·ian was asked about
the statement on Vietnam he said
CUS was opposed to the war and
American Imperialism. He said
the NLF will win the war when
the U.S. pulls out. It is a civil war
in the first place.
On Oc·Lober 1, 1968, Student
Warrian said the equality theme
Coundl
will place a referendwm
of his ideas .was not difficult. He
agreed there would be some su- before the student body. In this
periority in favour of a PhD in referendum. two question·... will
a discussion with students. He
said with the status system· the be asked. The firs-t deal;; with
dialogue between people is im- whe.th<'r WLU shou](l remain
peded.
with CUS, a·nd the sec()fld with
Aunger again said here we did whether WLU should change its
not have the same problems.
"Here we can talk to the pro- name.
Basic objectioos to th·e name'
fessors. I don't like the lecture
system but we can only afford Waterloo Lutheran Unive-rsity
so many profs," he said.
are that the name makes the
Aungcr said we pay the Canadian Union of Students $2,500 a universi•ty sound like a seminary
year. He said we did not get our and !Jhere is always confusion b"'·
moneys worth.
tween the names of WLU and the
Warrian said Council did not
request much information. He U of W.
Student Council points owl tha·t
agreed people should question
things like this. "But" he said, this referendum will not decide
"people don't question where their the issue of the name, but will
tuition goes."
Warrian said the payment to provide a basis Ioc further action
CUS should be a voluntary pay- if enough dissatisfad:i.on is shown.
ment. "I think there should be As foc the O<llher issue, the stuvoluntary and individual mem- dents' decision to accept or re·
bership."
He said CUS could not do much ject CUS will be oonsidered as
about the student loan program a final one.

WLU considers
name change
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Right and left may clash at U of W
by John Andrews

Battle lines are being formed
at the U of W for an impending
clash between elements of the
New Left and the New Right
which is rumoured to have been
recently formed in the Student
Village at the U of W.
This New Right says it has legitimate complaints against what
they call the "radicalism of the
New Left." According to the nonviolent Right faction, forty students of the far left from the
Canadian Union of Students were
joined by three radical leaders of
the May rebellion at Columbia
lJniversity and met in the U of
W's Campus Centre. Here, they
held discussions without the approval of any administartive
body. Stewart Saxe, Editor of the
Chevron, predicted that no violence would occur as a result of
the meeting, but issues in the
future would be faced more
boldly.
This new Right also accuses
Peter Warrian, a former U of W
student and president of the Can-

adian Union of Students, of inciting students to take part in a
campus "clash" by making statements such as "the little red
school house is going to be shaken by the little red students."
A leaflet which was issued by
the New Right endorses a statement by Keith Davies, student
president of the Southern Alberta
Institute, as valid criticism of the
leftist section of CUS. The statement reads: "We are drastically
opposed to certain leftist factions
in the union, who, being completely unchecked and encouraged by the union administration,
are contributing to mass confusion that could lead to a major
rift in the national body. While
this faction is extremely adept at
idealistic rhetoric it has nothing
of real value to give Canadian
students."
The New Right also charged
that Stewart Saxe had transforlll.;
ed the Chevron into a "left wing
presidential campaign platform"
with his " ultravires criticism of
Mrs. Beausoleil" on the housing

Due to circumstances beyond our control
Seagrams Stadium will require all students
to produce their J.D. cards for all football
games.

situation. However, the average
U of W student concluded that
this crtiicism was just and not
"ultravires."
In reply to this attack, Stewart
Saxe, Editor of the Chevron, said
he has not turned the Chevron
into a campaign platform as the
editor is ineligible to run for the
office of president. He said the
information
concerning
Mrs.
Beausoleil in the Chevron was
exact as it was obtained both
from the Assistant Provost and
from her secretaries. He said,
"The Chevron would appreciate
intelligent rebuttal to its views,
and we have many times said that
we would print such rebuttals.
This kind of reply (referring to
the flyer sent out by the New
Right) is neither intelligent nor
a rebuttal for it adds nothing to
the dialogue of ideas."
The New Right is also fighting
to remove the part of the twentytwo dollar student activity fee
which the Federation of Students
i'> using to put out the paper the
Praxis. The New Right describes
this paper as a "radical left journal."
As of now this New Right has
made no move except a flyer
which has been distributed to the
students and an attempt to rally
students with a phone-in crusade.
If they can get support and a
knowledgeable, noted figurehead,
they could become a force to be
reckoned with at the U of W.

Confidence in your Jeweller is the
your diamond purchase! Let us
color and type of setting which
your diamond dollars. The full
diamond is allowed at any time on
quality diamond.

For :voung at
heart. Only ............. .

This is to ensure an accurate gate count.

Athletic Dept.

HEAD SKI SHOP

HELP
STAMP OUT
OVERDRAFTS.
SEND MONEY

The ski season is just about here and all our
new products are arriving.
DROP IN AND SEE THE NEW SKI CLOTHING

Keep rentals in mind and we welcome trade-ins.
HEAD· TYROL • ARLBERG • MONTANT • NEVADA

COLLEGE SPORTS (KITCHENER) LTD.
38 Queen St. South

743-2638

DIAMOND

We claim to show the largest selection
where in Waterloo County. There
Credit terms to suit your requireJrumts

ONTARIO STUDENT AWARD
CLOSING DATE £OR APPLICATIONS

October 31, 196
Any application submitted between November 1, 1968
and January 31, 1969 will be assessed during the
winter term and the award based upon one-half the
assessed need for the full academic year.
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& ACCESS·ORtES
SPORTS RALLY
& RACING
EQUIPMENT
Protex driving suits
Lucas driving lamps
Marcha l dri ving lamps
Micheli n radials
Peco perfonnance exhausts
Pirelli rad ials
Raydyot driving lamps
Sah perfomance & racing
Smiths inst ruments
Tech-Del Minilite mag
wheels
"Personal Leather Wheels"'

CAR SERVICE
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Students billeted in lounge
WLU is se•bti.ng a pl'eeedent
•t his yea·r by running a special
emergency service to help any
students willh hou-'>ing problems.
Loung~es in th-e men's residences have been equipt>ed with
beds fur 9tudents wh"O witS"h off
campus lli>using, but have not
yet fuU!nd it or cannot move in
until October 1st, or thO&e who
a<I'e on uhe residence waiting list.
Feed Nicnols, Dean of Students,
said: "I hot>e this wiU prevent
anyone kom having oo live in a
motel o.r tent."
Both Ni-chols and Mrs. Ma-rgaret LipJ>ert. Housing Director,
think there is no housj,ng sho-rtage.
In a CORD interview early
this week, Ni~hols said. "A1l the
temi>Orary beds we have are not
full. Five or six looal householders phone us daily to report
rooms. Our problem is not a h{)using problem , but students who
think there is a problem or aTe
too partieula·r."
Mrs. Lippert said. "This year
we have 3 times the number of
oouooholders o If e r i n g rooms
th.an we had 3 yea.rs ago when
I came. On September 1, we had
1400 listings."
She showed 10 listings which
had come that day. Nichols advi-sed students to check the new
listings reguL rly.
However, both officials did
agree bhat S().me s•teps should be
taken to facilitate the students'
search for accommodation.
Mrs. Lippert said: "According
to the calender and the residence
applicati<l'n form, all rooms will
be held until September 27. I
thrnk the latest we should hold
a voom for anyone is registra·t ion
day."

Nichols explained: "Because of
a contract wi•bh tJhe govern.men.t:
50 rooms must be reserved for
the International Business School.
All of these students have now
arrived on campus and there are
ooly about 33. The e.l(tra rooms
will be reaHocMled."
He said: "No one has · ·ght
harder than I have to find out
ear.Her oow many are coming,
but the recrui•tiong do.es not take
plaee until duPing the summer
preceding boo fall term."
Are students too ohoa.sy? Ml'S.
Lippert admitted that too Kitchener-Waterloo area does have a
bus service pl'Oblem. Sh-e also
said: "Apartments are difficult to
obta•i n. On September 1, there
was not one !-bedroom apartment
in the K-W area . There were some
apartments wi-th 2 or 3 bedrooms.
Apartment houses don't phone us
because they don't need us."
Mrs. Lip~>ert has been taking
people to her own home until
they find a perma.nem location .
Recently sh~ has had a family
with a baby and even a b().y from
U of W who was a friend of her
son.
While the CORD wa-s interviewi-ng Mrs. Lippert, a student
came in to ask for a temporary
bed. He explain<~d that Nichols
had stopped him in bhe hall and
had asked him i•f he had found
an apartment yet. He had previously told Nichols of his search.
When Nichols heard that the
student had not been su(!cessful
in find ing an apa rtm~ nt , he sent
him to Mrs. Lippert for a temporary bed .
The student sa.id h e had been
sleeping in a tent aot U of W
while hun ting for either an apart-

ment or town house. He had
round th.at landlords were afraid
to rent to students. A lawyer
had told him he could go oo the
Union of Civil Libel'ties to s~.~~e
about a $500 damage clause one
place had in its lea<Se, bllt he
thought i•l would take too long
and he needed oousing now_
"A Poom or rooms ia a ~
are out oi bhe question," he sa:id,
"bec-ause I plan to sbay wibh ~
f-riend" and my gid£riend and
we're not goin.g to tell lies about
th-e situation."
Aoording to him, some people
pla•n to stay in the rents at U
of W all winter.
Dean Nichols h.a:s promised the
}>e!Ople in residence that all ex-tra
people will be out oi the lounges
by Oc-tober 1. He thinks that if
the;re is a housi-ng problem, it
has now reached its peak, and
will only improve.
A securi·ty guard said tha~t he
had not seen anyone sleeping in
the SUB lounge or any obher
unusu.al place on campu-s.
Apparently all the women stu:
dents have found accommoda-tionf
because no temporary beds have
been set up in Women's Resi·
dooce.
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Cramped but very comfortable.
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=== RECORDS ===
Popular, Classical,
Jazz, Folk, etc.
(Special orders gi ven
prompt attention )
STUDENT DISCOUNT ON
LPs 15% OFF LIST PRICE

George Kadwell Ltd.
Waterloo Square, 744-3712
Fairview Park, 742-1831

Expert on communism
on campus next week
Next week the Cultu.ral Affairs
C o m m i t t e e is ihav~ng Harry
Schwal'tz, a noted aubhori<ty on
Communism and the GommuniSit
World, on campliJS.
He is schedul-e d to give• an
open lectu.r e on lEl Thursday
morning at 10 p.m. AnY'O•ne wishing to talk t o Mr, SCib:waP!Q: ai-

ter hhe ledu·r e should conbad
either Professor H. A. Whitney
oo- Peter Lal'Sen.
Mr. Schwartz has been wrirt.il!lg
on Communism for the New York
Times since 1947 a·n d has been
a member oi the Tilmes Edi.bllfl'o
ial Board and its expert on <Jo.m~
munism since 1951.
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Isolation no answer
A decision will be made by you Tuesday, October 1
to the status of the Canadian Union of Students on
campus. You will be deciding whether you ,want your
university isolated from the rest of the Canadian academic community or a part of it.
Little can be added to what has already been said
concerning the Union and its historic congress in Guelph
this summer except to say that such occurances have
occurred at other congresses held hy other organizatiollS. The only difference is these were your claRs of
people. We think maybe you are afraid of your class
of people.
These were stude11ts. Some of them have graduated
out of the decay you are in now but they still have the
desire to help make things better for you and those to
come. They said things intentionally to draw attention
to themselves and to the situation on campuses act•oss
Canada. We think their plan to get attention backfired.
This backfire is what you are contending with when you
decide where you want to place CUS.
When you vote you will probably have the noise of
President Ballard shouting in your ears to beware to
facts. \Ve would caution you to bewat'e the emotions
of Council and their desire for a one organization Rhow.
Council seems to be out to prove something this year.
We think they want to see if they can make the necessary changes to the system without any out::>ide interference.
There is no substitute for a nationwide body r·epresenting all the students in their plans for a better education,
more freedom, more responsibility, and more repres•entation. If you think your Council is strong enough and
smart enough you will deny the Canadian Union of
Students an opportunity to help.
No matter wh:~t your opinion of Student Council we
can use a tic
TQ
~

r1"""
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And now a tion needed
Dr. Peters is a man of ideas. His ideas are in most
caHes desirable and able to be realized. This we·ek the
Cord interviewed the PreRident of the univer:->ity for its
new column "Communication" to Ree what kind of man
was leading this university. We came to the conclusion
that he sounded very good and looked like a progressive
light at this institution. Will he be able to initiate his
ideas and fully realize his desires?
It will take more than ideas and desires to change
or even modify the system as it stands today.
It takes all the people getting together and forgetting
all their petty grievances and trh ial disputes and disagreements. What is needed is the action of all groups
on campus. The key word in this is action. Action is
needed to back up the ideas and the words. There has
be-en a start with the Presidents Advisory Committee
and the other committees which have been formed.
Now what is needed is something concrete as an
example of ·change.
It is time to forget the factionalism that devides student from teacher, teacher from administration, and
student from administration. As Dr. Peters pointed out
in commenting on the Booz, Allen Hamilton repo1'i; it
seems that it was divided too much into segregated
groups, students here, faculty there, administration
somewhere else. Let it not be S·aid we will accept fine
oratories in place of concrete action. The changes that
must come in the university system are great and will
be difficult to effect.
What we did notice is a spark of the commitment
necessary for this change. What we are sellying now is
that the commitment needed will not be impeded by
students, but we insist that w<>rds be followed by change.

The CORD welco•nes letters
fTom students, (acuity and mem·
bers of the Ad ninistration, but
please remember these thmgs.
All letters must mclude your
name address, faculty and year
or position. Anonymous letters
will not be aca pted, but we wlll
print a .,seuaonym if you have
a good reason. Tile editors reserve the right to shorten leng(lly
letters. Letters shonld be typed,
if possible, and submitted to the
CORD office no later than Mon·
day afternoon.

Bowman cusses
system

cus

Dear Editor:
With our initia.ti0n kHs all
freshmen rece,j•ed frJm the CUS
Clas,sical Library, a tract perspired by Jerry Forb~r. '"l~he SJtudent as nigger" is surely one of
the beUer works publi~hed by
CUS. Its p·re~ide•nt, Pe~e,r W<H'·
rian, used i.t as a foundation to
booSJt CUS pri:1ciplcs, logic and
understa-nding on campus Friday
afternoon.
Wan·ian's proposals might introduce a new system of unprecedented acti1·ity for studen•ts.
This activity is to educate each
other by alte1 ing or removing
systematically all S)slcms 'Ahich
fa.il to comply with the discipline
of CUS. An introducto.r y di~ci
pline might be a s~udent strike,
p!'erequisite for a•ny further s'ludy. A more aclvanxd discipline
is a campus camp-out such as
tent city an experiment 1n social
chaos.
The s.vs•t€m mnst go. This includes the Bond of GO\'ernors,
Administ·!'a,tion, and Faculty. Systems and maHrr have cme common property, th~y may be
changed in f,o,rm, but nevc•r destroyed. A radical cil1ange may
not be as de·sirable as Warrian
suggests. Check the c•hange effected by Snowball and partners
'in George Orwells Animal Farm.
The preside•111t of CUS openly
denied any respon~ibilify for stu·
demrt unrest a•t CUS congress in
Guelph this month. With leade.rsihip of t·hi<S calibre, t'he,re i5 little
hope for CUS fJllower.s. Warrian
sugg1!Sted tha•t a S'taPting point
for protest at Brandon College
this week is a strike. If n~es
sary a take over of the admini·
stration will be in order. He assumes this is his right as a student. Part of tui•tion !~ be-nefits? Public reacthn will be nil
of oourne. Why should taxpayers be concerned? Thry only pay
about 65 to 70 perceJJt of education cos•ts?
If, however, t.he public officials should create ~, J me pressure
Warr•ian will not be predisp·o·scd
to preve.nt s•tudelflt violence. Warrian sounds some\\ hat pre,s umptuous when he suggests that a
SJtudents admini<Stration i•s superior to the present system. It has
been my experience or the p·ast
five years as clerical worker to
understudy ma.nagement 1n ' finance and industry. Bu iness Ad·
ministration gradua•res in management positions recognize their
need for p.ractioal experience to
do justice to their positioos.
These are people with a sen-se
of dedicatioill and purpo.se, constructive dedication and J)llrpose.
If Wa<rria,n a'lld CUS has confidence in their program, let
them do some1:hing positive and
creaHve. Let them start their
o:wn school. This could possibly
effect a o0111s.tructive change from
cocksure ignoraillce to tlhoughtful uncerta,ilflty. The Unive.rs<ity
of Canadian Un•iOtn of Studoots
would not be very COO!tly. No
buildings and facilities, no administration, no facultv: Pure

v,jrgin of academic freedom. Unfortunately, no system remains
for verbal excarciation. Responsibility might become a forced
reality. The absence of a system
and the presence of responsibil·
ity spell doom for the CUS.
There is another outle·t for Pe·
tel' Wan·ian and other Student
Power Activi9ts. Resign from the
system. Find a job. Work. Look
J,or a friend surnamed Reality,
!!hen come back to the system.
MERV BOWMAN

c

Time to show
maturity
Le<lif:er to the Edi•tor:
1~he present leadership or cus
and t<he vocal minority at the
Guelph Conference have again
smeared the e££orts of the ma·
j.ority of students in establishing a mature and responsible
image for t-he Canadian Student
Jn the national coverage given
by the major media networks it
was apparent their radical opinions a,nd practices v.ere being
exploi•ted to make news.
I<t do,es not appear, to me.
to be justified nor obvious that
the "vocal mi,nority·• at Guelph
truly represented the views of you
the students here a•t Waterloo
Lutheran as aOl'OSS Canada. I'm
sure, covering the picture of the
Qu•een, whether or not you sup·
port mo.narchy o.r not. with a pic·
ture of Ho-Chi-Minn is not a rati•onal or l'CJSponsible art symbol·
izing our need for change no,r our
de~)ires f•o•r improving society.
Repi·escnting the students of
Canada, and particularly Water·
loo Lutherans, is a responsibility
and commitment that should not
be taken lightly and childishly
as is being done presently by
the Nat.io,nal CUS executive.
By wi·thdrawing support, per·
wnally by not vobing in favour
of WLU l"'E!: admission to CUS,
a111d rollectiV'ely by not giving
them the $2,500 from our coffers,
we tlhe students at WLU still
show a maturity and responsibiljty that is Iliot lJ.e.i,ng shown by
the CUS executive. We mu9t refurbis~h the muoh La•mished image
of the Oanadi·an Student. This
impression is absolutely necessal'Y to J"'E!gai<n the respect of the
nation's leaders in all facets of
inv<>lvement and a first step to
tiJli,j)iarting c·hange for the bettermelfl•t o( students i:n Canada.
DAVE J. KEMP
Third Year Psych.

Half mast
Dear E<Htor:
The T.A. is flying a solitary
Union Jack. Our flag pole on
UniversHy Ave. flies nothing. If
CUS is rejected, can my dollar
go towards a Canadian Flag?
The problem is we have no Jlag
to rally 'rO'und the flag boys.
REX BRADLEY
A•rts I

F
F

J

Syncophants
are alive here
Letter to the Editor:
This letLer is a re-sult of a gen.
eral consensus that has been
tr·ansmitted by faculty and actmini.&t;ration to the students dur·
lllJ! the past few days i.e. "listen

Nominat
returned
Take an
a better
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committee pre-referendum statement
for one year at an.other university. However, these cooveniences
are of low p r i or it y to CUS.
I.S.E.P. has been di·scontinued
this year.
CUS provides services which
are particularly valuable to stu·
dents' councils. Fi.rst, thei<r Student Government Research Ser·
vice (S.G.R.S.) makes reporobs on
student government and education available. Second, CUS functions as a communications vehicle by holding seminars and by
sending out newsletters and bulletins. This encourages a flow of
ideas between universities and
keeps student representatives informed. (Our membership in
OUS partially compensates for
this.)
A national students' union such
as CUS should be an effective
lobby f•o.r students' demand. CUS
makes claims to:
1. having pressured the federal government into making tui·
bioo fees dedudible from feder.
al i•nrome tax ( 1960).
2. having influenced the passage of the Canadian Student
Loan Act {1963).
However the CUS lobby has
apparently been completely Lnefft>etual in recent years. In a
le«er I received in August, Terry Lampert the President of the
Students' Oo-uncil at Carleton in
Ottawa expla~ned that no effec·
tive lobbying had been done by
CUS at Parliament HiU; he poimed out that several prominent
members of Parliament had stated that CUS was an impotent
lobby because it is not represent·
ative of Ca·nadian students.
Ideology: Council says "C.U.S.
is aHempting to assume the role
of a student movement; a united

front in the Marxian tradition.
The t1-end is towards the adopt·
ion of bhe studen-t as "a young
1ntel•lectual worker;" this was ap·
parent particul-arly with the CUS
announcement of solidarity with
the labour movement. A draflt
solution presented at the last
congress reflects the direc-tion
which I feel CUS will take in the
future. It begins:
"Any Canadian sotudent movement which calls itself a movement must be situated within
the context of the anti-imperial·
ist struggle and the demand for

studeont power cannot be achieved separated fl'orn the re.alizatioon of socialism. This will necessitate the eventual alliance of
students wi-th the oppress e d
cbsses, both within the metropolitan and sattelite (sic) sec·
tors of the capitalist system."
Ol:her resolutiooo which were
passed by the CUS Congress oovered a variety of topics. The two
most sensational gave the sup·
port of Canadian students to a
sovereign Quebec and the Na·
ti.oo.al Liberation Front (Viet
Coog) . Other resolutions made

East Hall flame-out
A near disaster was averted
late Tuesday afternoon when
East Hall's dons worked hand in
hand with the Waterloo Fire De·
partment to oombat a fire which
swept through the garbage chwte
in "B" wing.
One brave resident, ignoring
all pressures of f.ines and suspen·
sion, rushed to pull the fire alarm
in a display of quick thinking in·
telligenee when he saw smoke
belching from the refuse room.
As wild-eyed frosh raced out
of the building, clutching pens
and their first day's lecture notes,
the doons, in a noble effoPt to protect their panicked brood, grabbed
the fire bose a.nd doused bhe fire.
They were aided by the efforts
of one fearless don, who rushed
from the shower, towel m hand,
to direot the bewildered fPo.s.h.
Noting that the fke department
still had not arrived, one adven·
turous lad phoned in the alarm.
After the fire depaPtme.nt had received the all-important confir-

proposals on student power, military research, women, Czechoslovakia, Amnesty Intemational
and marijuana. I would question
the WQI['th of these resolutions
because tohey lack direct student
support.
Conclusion: Most students, I
think, probably see a need for a
national union of stud·e nts. If
CUS is not fulfilling this need
satisfactorily. the question then
remains, sh.ould we perhaps stay
in and attempt to "reform" the
Union. Unoo·rtunately, the next
congress is not for another year
(August '69). Also, since the
President of CUS for '69-70 has
already been chosen, it seems
likely that CUS will continue
in its present direction for at
least another tWI1 years.

mation, they made their usual
quick but cautious approach, as
they remembered the great "fiery
holocaust" o;f last year.
Like a unit of crack troops,
they followed their leader up and
down the stai·rs se·arching for the
elusive fire. "A very pro.fessional job," one member o·f the unit
was reported as saying when he
noticed th.at floors and walls had
-been wetJted down to prevent the
fire's spread.
However, by now most of the
dam:;lge was complete. A week's
supply o<f trash ("moot of i:t irreplaceable," sobbed one disgruntled frosh) was gone, and
worst of all, bhe football players
bad been driven from !Jheir meeting in the recreation room.
The only near incident occurred when dons took a stern stand
on several students who were
staging a sit-in in the washroom.
Any v·i olence was averted, however. when one don said, "Hell,
let them burn."

TINY TIM
SAY: .
TIP TOE
TO THE
COMMERCE

FROSH, JUNIORS, SENIORS
Nominations are now being accepted for the following positions:

FROSH CLASS EXEC.

President
Vice President } to sit on
Students Council
Secretary
Treasurer

JUNIOR CLASS EXEC.

President
Vice President } to sit on
Students Council
Secretary
Treasurer

SENIOR CLASS EXEC.

.

Vice Prestdent

} to sit on
Students Council

forms are available from the C.E.O. mail slot in the S.U.B. Completed forms should be
in a sealed envelope to the C.E.O. mail slot no later than Wed., Oct. 2, 1968 at 5:00 p.m.
an interest in your school and nominate someone in your class who will help to make W.L.U.
institution. Watch the bulletin boards for further announcements and instructions.

<t>
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Is this the entrance to the brave new world?

Have you thought about it?
An 18 year old freshette wearing one long and one
short knee sock, carrying a big sign around her neck
saying I AM STUPID was made to lie down on her back
on mainstreet Kitchener last week during Initiation
Week. A sophomore ordered her to extend hands and
feet upward crying "Dilly Dally frightful jolly, Waterloo, Waterloo, pip rah, pip rah, my feet stink, I am
scum".
Every year all over the Northamerican Continent thousands of
students entering the universities
take part in a ritual which is
known as Initiation.
Thousands of sophomores de]ight for a few days of the year
in that exalted feeling of superiority. They are the fully acredited members of a cast of which
the freshman would like to become an accepted and equal member. And towards that end it
seems to be worth the price.
Since ancient times people paid
this price of insult, indignation
and submission - even pain
in order to gain the respect of
their elders.
Among primitive people initiation marked the arrival of youth
at maturity and membership in
the tribe. It was designed to test
courage rather than knowledge.
At the same time it offered the
old the delight of inflicting pain.
In contrast to our freshette the
initiation ritual for a girl in the
Aranda tribe of the Australian
Aborigine consists mainly of rubbing her breast with fat and
ocher.
The boy, however, must undergo a series of complicated rites.
Their object is partly to test his
fortitude and qualification for
manhood - and partly to inculcate the habit of obedience towards his elders, to import the
traditional lore of the tribe and
to teach the necessity of absolute
observance of all tribal customs.
The Greek lad was expected to
preserve the "Pythagorean silence,'' for 5 years to accept instruction without question or argument before accounted as a full
member.
At this university the class of
sophomores seemed to be quite
familiar with the rituals of the
ancient. In their Initiation Week

Rules they demanded that "all
Frosh must willingly obey the request of the sophs cheerfully and
without questi9n!!!" And in a
special letter all fellow sophs
were urged to do "more than
your fair share."
More than in any previous year
this call was enthusiastically followed by many members of the
class of sophomores. They indulged in a feeling of superiority on
b~ing addressed as SIR or MADAM. This year sophs were 'firm,
authoritative, and ingenious in
making frosh carry out their
wishes.
They made them roll eggs down
King Street with their noses, fish
in sewers, brush the steps of City
Hall with a tooth brush and perform many more ingenious activities. In all cases the sophs have
tried hard to show their superiority.
Unfortunately, all too often
there was no foundation for their
superiority. But it had to be
shown somehow. And some of the
sophs exhibited this class distinction with almost sadistic pleasure.
But who are these creatures
who relish the delight of initiating the frosh? Have a second look
at them and their "superiority."
You will be surprised! In most
cases the severeness of their initiation-demands stands in direct
relation to their incompetence in
intellectual achievements and to
their character stability.
The newcomers are usually not
familiar with the ritual of this
'new brave world' which they are
entering. They submitted easily
to these rites out of fear that they
might be rejected as did their
aborigine siblings.
Some of the frosh took it philosophically and considered it fun.
Some of them accepted this tribal
custom cheerfully and without

question. They have rationalized
it, and told themselves that this
is part of going to university.
They accepted the irydignities as
something natural like thunder
and rain. With this they have accepted a myth without questioning, without thinking! They have
adopted the mentality of a slave
that that what is being done to
them is proper and in any case
the best for them.
This was their first failure a grave carelessness - they have
not thought! They are still in the
state of their primitive ancestors,
not any better and no worse. They
have failed once and if they don't
smarten up very soon, they will
fail again, and again. While the
\\orld cries for courageous, thinking leaders they properly will remain
thoughtless
submissive
slaves.
But we are not concerned with
those who do not think because
they will in any case follow the
opinion of the day. Luckily, many
of our new friends did not fail
to question the validity of this
tribal ritual. A ritual which is
intended to teach the acceptance
of instruction without question or
argument.
And with your resentment,
your refusal to obey cheerfully
you have shown your maturity
and earned the real baptism into
the university. You haye achieved
your first real success! Because
a university is supposed to be a
place of enlightenment. Any ritual which is not based on reason
or principles is a primitive rite,
a throwback to prehistoric days.
Remember this for next year. You
will be sophs then.
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"'Dirty dally frightful iolly, Waterloo, Waterloo."

Pillge Eight

Communication

Th;s is a weekly feature gwmg the responses of leading members
of the administration and faculty to relevant questions of society
especially those relating to this university and to educational prac·
tice and philosophy.
The first interview is with Dr. Frank C. Peters. president of
Waterloo Lutheran University.
On radicals - "Your generation is more honest than ours. We
used to go and pull off A's or whatever illnd that Wills enough. I
don't like the word radical."

Should there not be a reorganization in teaching tmphasis from
factuality to abstracts and problem solving?
"The whole curriculum must be rethought. There must be more
of this as in the English 48 studying one theme a year as Ethical
judgment was last year. We must have interdisciplinary courses
and breakdowns in departmental lines. Dr. Paape has been released
from some other duties to concentrate on changes in curriculum."

Are the humanities being forgotten?
"Yes I agree. A great deal of the emphasis has been placed on
science. As a small university we will be placing the emphasis on
the humanities and social sciences."

How are changes to be affected? Demand it of the faculty?
"No. I back away from anything like that. There must be acad·
emic freedom in university. I would under no terms send down an
encyclical on how or what to teach. This must be a community of
trust that must preserve the freedom to disagree."

Then how do you get the facttlty to go along 1c-ith changes?
"By holding up an ideal for them. By having people from outside
such as Mr. Schwartz to give them new perspectives and points of
view."

THe CORD WEEKLY

King joe eyed around
Early Sunday morning, Frvsh
from Ea»t Hall successfully carried off the traditional kidnappi.ng of a Sooph President.
At 3:30 a.m., while S()p-h President Dave King was ~leeping,
Frosh told Dave's room-m::•te that
Dave's car haP been damaged in
the parking lot. Completely fooling the room-mate, Frosb. then
made their way into Dav·e's room,

COMMERCE
TELLERS
MAKE GOOD
FRIENDS

blindfolded him, and dumped him
into a car. The car was then driven all night to Kingston.
Dave remembers s to p p 1 n g
so-mewhere along th€ 401 and be·
ing led into a restaurant. There
was a blanket over his head to
keep his blindfold secure. Thcre
h€ drank coHee through a ~traw,
while startled cu.sotomers watched.
In Kingston Dave was taken
to the Women's Residence at
Queen's Uniyersity and ti-ed to a
pole. When his captors le!t to
make arrangements for his slay
as hostage in the Men's Resi·
dence, he broke loose, running
into the Women's Residence. Un·
doubtedly the girls were quite
surprised to see him. (He was
still in his pajamas!)
He then phoned Aubrey Fudge,
a former high sch:JOl principal,
who took him to his home. Dave
was driven to Guelph by FttdgP's
son.

15,000 in
2,000 listed
ders filled
d Center,
Cleveland,

Perhaps the faculty would feel more involved in changes if they
had a larger share of administrative decisions?
"In fact the faculty has ill large part in decisions. There are very
few of the decisions thillt have been made in the past few years that
lwive not come up through the faculty. Faculty is involved, now
students must get more involved. A student of twenty two is as
capable of responsible decisions as the businessman who has worked
his way up and perhaps has only grade ten. The student is only
l•cking experience."

Why do three out of four people leave university before they
graduate?
•

"Because many don't find it rewarding. There is a lack 1n the
educational structure. Young people are sometimes a little too impatient. However, universities must seek to fill more needs."

What is the future concern of educational policy?
"We can't compete with the larger universities. Our first con·
~rn is to develop this into a teach1ng university. We can't com·
pete, but they do leave certain areas poorly covered. We want ill
school large enough to be a uruversity and small enough to preserve
our ideals. Faculty must be chosen with teaching in mind, people
dedicated to the profession.
Not enough research has been done here in the past. It must be
Integrated with the teaching. We must especiilllly involve students
in this. Dr. Norman Wagner has be.n appointed coordinator of
research to help facilitate this. We are now seeking funds to put
into this.
I do not believe in tokenism or delegating students to advisory
roles. There must be equality for students in administrative decision making."

OOTS

no.a2'[of

J'Zaodant

~Rirl,.
~~eater Bomb
Now is the time. And Star is the plaee
to assert your individuality. Sweaters,
shirts and pants with colors, designs and
textures in a variety that would tax tbe
ingenuity of a computer. It's great fun
to form your own combo. Come tryand see !

Levis, Lees, H.I.S., Terry-Williams, Puritan J. Burma

$tnt mens Sho~

Open Thurs. & Fri. Till 9 p.m.

"Where They Talk to You -

213 King Wttt

Not at You"
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Cinema Scope
by Valentine
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"1, A LOVER" (Waterloo Theatre)
"1, A LOVER" does flimply not have the stuff that
g-reat or even good movie::; are made of. The directing
is bad, the acton:; amateurish. The dialogue and Rituations
are packed with cliches. There are technical flaws and
tangled themes.
But even when all is said, one fact remainR - the
movie entertains because the audience is kept in laughter. Granted, there is no polish or refinement to the
humour. For the most part it is gross and fumbling. Yet
titillation of the funny bone is not the worst way to
spend your money.
Thusly the exciting plot unfolds: Wife leaves husband
because of sexual inadaquacy. She is off to Paris with her
Pon;che - owning paramour. Husband finds solace in
the warmth of a prostitute, his frie11d's wife and their
sixteen-year-old daughter. Oh yes- there is his psychiatrist too. When wife discovers that husband is making it
hig with the ladies back home, return she does. Paramour
accept<; the wisdom of the sixteen-year-old and trudges
off to gather her ro!'lebuds.
You might categorize thig movie as a pornographic
comedy. The pornography jg not at all erotic, only fun11.\'. Bedroom gcenes could have been mildly sensual except for spare tires and lumpy thighs.
It was the opinion of a close-by male Yiewer that he
was glad the cengors cut the scene with the prostitute.
flhe was so fat and ugly that he said he could not have
stood it.
Typical humour of the dialogue ran like this: (Lover
sitting at knee of friend's wife - admires same patella
both tactually and verbally.)
Friend's wife: Is that all you can say?
LoYer: That'g all I can see.
The knave of the film, the great "lover", is balding,
nearsighted. and dreadfully clumsy. He is advertised as
having a "hunger that could not ~ satisfied". In truth,
ile has to be force-fed. It always seems that the woman is
the initial seducer. But with manly 1-esolution and stiff
upper lip, our hero accepts what the fortunes of life

KITCHENE
OCTOBER
FESTIVAL
4 days at the Concordia Club
Official opening by the Mayors of Kitchener
and Waterloo

Wednesday, October 2nd
at 8:30 p.m.

Thursday, October 3 rd

BIG STUDENTS NIGHT
REDUCED ADMISSION

• Bavarian Brass Band
• Beer Steins
. Burma

• Food Novelties
PROCEEDS TO GO TO

Crippled Children Center
and Cancer Society
ou"

·· iiiHII'§SIIfi'':§!fW!!IJI'WrW~

have to offer him.
One saving grace of the movie was the ability of
the lead male actor, the husband and the "lover", to
project the comic quality of his character. His expressions and mannerisms had the pathetic facade of an Emmett Kelly.
What 1·escues this film from the gdp of melodrama is
the non-sentimentality of its characters. A mother cares
not that her lover messes around occasionally with he-r
sixteen-year-old daughter. A husband cares not that his
wife is leaving him because it is seven a.m. and he knows
he cannot prevail upon her to stay unless he is wearing
a new suit. A wife cares not that the before-mentioned
sixteen-year-old appears at her door, skirt hoisted, expecting her husband.
There is no suggestion that these predicaments are
reminiscent of real life with the accompanying tears and
social repercussions. As expressed in the film, "Who can
remember who loves who anymore". It is only the convenience that counts.
..;~.:.;.;\W
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No Big Thing
by John Kuti
To those of our oriented parents that this finally reaches I'd like to point out a few things that perhaps were
not given the attention they deserve at Parents Orientation.
You were no doubt lead to feel a certain confidence in
Waterloo Lutheran University. The leaders of this scho()l}
are eminent, honourable, responsible individuals who
have earned positions of respect in this society. And it
onl1y follows that the educational system that produced
them is just as good now, if not bett-er.
It would then seem surprising if I were to say that
they Fere eminently qualified as leaders in their day.,
in their society. But their day is past. If that seems
narrow or harsh I can only offer that the qualities of
leadership are far greater now than they were . If I say
that your leaders are not our leaders I am not seeking to
further alienate either you or those leaders. I am not s ug- .
gesting that honour and responsibility are foreign to
youth. I am suggesting that they are not enough, that
this is a new world that this educational system is not
going to equip your sons and daughters to face without
complete reorientation. This is not my contention alone.
The heads of I.B.M. Ford and other Jess than radical
leaders have expressed deep dissatisfaction with the products of our Universities. To quote Henry Ford II "Students out of university are almost totally incapable of reacting to any new situation. It is imagination we need,
not facility in standardized tasks."
Computers have replaced mans mind as the storehou'le
of knowledge. His mind has been freed. But do our
schools prepare a man for this freedom? They do pl·ecious little in this regard.
What is needed now is a new direction in education, a
reorganization in emphasis that will give to the new leaders, and we shall inherit your world, the tool" of imagination, creativity, and more than :mything the courage
to become active in the futur·e that belongs to youth and
humanity.
The great questions of the next quarter century will be
as much moral as technological. And morality is approaching untouched areas. Your children will face
questions even more personal than war and p eace. They
will have to decide whether it is moral to btm]>er w itn
the heridity of the human race, to touch thing-; only God
has touched before. It even seems likely they
decide
on the morality of immortality.
I do not think I would be drawing too much from the
future if I were to say the upheavals we see tocla\ a t•e
but small tremours of the change t o come. Is this fut ure
the basis of education today? And what is education for,
but the future?
Now you can s·ee why I say your leaders are not ours
and why the !'lystem that was built yesterday iR not the
way of tomorrow. As no doubt you wish more for your
children than life has given to you, it would not then
seem unkind or ungrateful to wio.;h the same for ourselves. Write, question the leaders of your children's school.
Just asking what new methods are being used is the
beginnings of concern. I wish for you as I wish for our
new heads the qualities of youth that will make for the
tremendous change that must happen.
"The answer is to rely on youth, not a time of life but
a state of mind, a temper of the will, a quality of imagination, a predominance of courage over timidity, of the
appetite for adventure over the love of ease. The cruelties and obstacles of this swiftly changing planet will
not yield to obsolete slogans and outworn dogmas; they
cannot be moved by those who cling to a present that is
already dying, who prefer the illusion of security to the
excitement and danger that comes with even the most
peaceful progress." The words of Robert F. Kennedy.
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Alumnus spea s on stud nts' soc·al
by Anne Welwood

.,

Reuben Baetz said in a speech
to the WLU Women's AuxiliMy
Wednesday that they should form
a committee for the ad vaneement
oi student sooial rights. He spoke
to the Aux.Hiary j.n the TheatreAuditorium.
Since 1962 Baetz has been in
OO.a wa as Exeeuti ve Direeoboo: of
ehe Canada Welfare Council. In
1966 he was named WLU's Alumnus of the Year and is presently
on the Board of Governol'S.
In his speech Bae-tz said he
was concerned about the role
whioh the univel'Si<ty plays and
the need for a reforma•tion of
many soc-ial rights for students
who desperately need them.
"Wa•terloo Lutheran University
Is only a means to an end: the
end or purpose is bhe students,"
be said.
"This led me to reflect upon
the kind of society which pt·oduced him (the student). a-nd
which he in turn will be re-.sohaping and influencing."
He said his generation noted
tnany ra-pid technological changes
which could not possil>ly have
.been predicted twenty years ago.
"But tihe technoll()gical development has been accompanied by
equally dramatic major social
changes and development." He
said his generation had tried
to revert to pre-war stability
wi·th its slower tempo. It was
not possible he said. There was
no turning back, he said, for the
"impact on family life had been
tremendous." Urbanizing had begun.
H<.' talked about his days at
\\'LU "Life here . . . harked
back to an earlier generation.
Daddy Schorten ruled supreme,
with a firm but kindly hand, and
.asked us only to aot as "Christian
g{·ntlemen," and that, he daily
reminded us, excluded whistling
a tune in the corridors. "What
about the university student of
today?" He said he sensed how
very much "the students themS<.'lves are a product of this rapidly changing technological and
affluent post-World War II society. Today's student. and especially the American a!:Jd Western European, has tasted neither
t!Jhe bitterne.s:; of a world war nor
the hopelessness of long term
economic deprivation." He said,
the student of today is most impatient with people or organizaltions who are, or even appear to
be. ohstacles to change.
The Church, identified with
kadition, status quo, and resistance to change, is the object of
special distrust, he added. "The

studelllt despises the sham and
phoniness of our materiali•s·tic soci-ety, and espeoiaolly tha-t of the
upper and middle imcome group
kom whioh most stooents oome.
He railses penetrat~n.g questions
abowt society's morals."
Baetf. gave reasoil6 for this.
He said the stud.ellt, "having
been brought up ion growiong affluence, knows little of the almc.st pat'anoidal fear amd oon-cern
&!. earlier generations to get and
to hold on to the necessities of
life. Sensing better than his
forefaVhel'S an al·JDOSt unlimited
productivi-ty of the teclmologiea•l
age, be ~mot fu(lhom why the
:fnnts of technology should not be
more equally distributed. He cannot acoopt as reasonahle that 30
per cent of all Canadians should
li~ i•n poverty du:ring these affluent times. The student of tod3y does not feel that distribution (){ !lhe firuits of technology

should depend forever on the
charit:aMe feelings and impulses
of the "haves" £00' the "have

nots."
Baetz saM, tbe "in" word today is "social jus!Jiee" the
"just society." Social ri~ts. not
charity, are what the student
seeks. I·t is an a,waroness oi this
that is irH!·reasin.gly troubl-ing the
student as he :t.ooks at himself
and his pre9ellt and future role
in society. "Social right.<; can be
ch.tsliered around or classified by
the two most important verbs i-n
any language, namely "t<O have''
and "to be," said Baetz. "Among
the righ-ts of "t() have" are basic
matel"tal pO<SSCISSions. The rights
of "t() be" deal with th.e right
o-f Life itsel:f, of self-identity, self
J:1eS1)00t and dignity."
Baetz said "the group wi•thin
our society most troubled and
concerned with ttheir social rights
is th.aot of vhe university studen·ts.

Compared to other groups and
categories in our society, the
university students as a group
enjoy few, if any, social rights."
He said part of this si•tuatioo i~
due to the foot ~ha-t l:he students
live in ~h-at "twiligM zone, or
no-man's land" which lies between, full membership as a dependent child in their parental
families, and full membership in
the adutt world wi:th independ·
e~
and COI.'responmn.g status
through ga-i;nful employ-ment.
"Yet, for aou adequa-te income."
he added, "they must rely heavily on f!he charitable impulses of
partieula-rly their parents. Thi;;
situation is becoming increasing.
ly aggrava•ting to the university
student as this "twilight period"
becomes longer and longer.''
"We are slowly beginni•ng to
:reaolire bha t there is a distinct
peri-od of time in •the life of a
unJversity educated individual

It is an art, best acquired with our kind of attire. Every college
gentleman wishes to be thought correct in dress, and the Pro·
prietor assures it. In suits, in sports apparel, in furnishings
alike, our label is the hallmark of traditional good grooming.
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CAMPUS SOUND-OFF

I

jury Jcomorowsky
eugene matwijecky

QUESTION: What do you think of CUS?
)

Laurel Stuart

Chris Grant

Phil III
CUS has a lot to offer but
the school is too apathetic
'I'he wrong people are in
charge.

Economics ill
Agree with student policy
- when CUS comes back
to our way of thinking it
will be better.

r

Charmaine Roy
Gen Arts I
Waste of time and money.
Peter doesn't know what
he is talking about.

Randy Ough
Prelim.
Don't think that we should
join it - not getting anything but a bad image.

kl~."t"~~

·,f!:·
.

Ernie Adams
Geog III
Some socialistic accusations unnecessary - redundant. Actions not democratic. Too radicaL

;:~;

...,
~;

Andre Brunette

·:1::::. .,
ti~)

General Arts I
Not very much!

:;

X

Janis Lander

t

··f.:

Gen Arts II
Great - what am I supposed to say?

•

·:::

-....:.i_
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Lool What You
Are Missing

Sorry girls, Dougy's engaged
West Hall 1967-68

WATERLOO COLLEGE AUTOSPORT CLUB

There will be a meeting
of persons interested in
working on the photography staff of

FROSH RALLY

THE KEYSTONE
and THE CORD

Thursday, October 3
Rear Women Residence 6 p.m.
Prizes for Frosh

Chance To Become
lnvaluahle Asset
to

ESTUDENT

DOF PUBS
lity to type and deal with
\·ariety of handsome men

ONLY ARE REQUIRED
ERS

FIRST SO YOUR FRIENDS
DON'T BEAT YOU OUT.

Apply at 10:00 a.m.
RD OF PUBS OFFICE

Tuesday night at
7:30p.m.

To

-

Everyone Welcome

-

Folk Song Enthusiasts
Macdonald College of McGill University, in Ste. Anne de Bellevue, Quebec will be holding its fifth annual Folk Festival, October
18th and 19th, 1968.
One entry per College or University is permitted. The entry may
be male or female, from one to four students including accompanists,
and attending the College or University the fall of 1968. Each entry
is asked to prepare two numbers or a fifteen minute programme
including an introduction of his own songs.
An entry fee of five dollars must be sent with the application
which will be returned on arrival at Macdonald College.
If you wish further information please contact:
KIM WHITEHEAD
BRITTAIN HALL
MACDONALD COLLEGE
QUEBEC, CANADA.

Applications have been sent to your Students' Council.
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'Haw s d
The Golden Hawks l es t their
seco-nd preseason game to th e
Uni versity of Waterloo Warriors
Saturday by the close score of
14 to 10.
Despite the apparent gloomy
outcome of the Hawks preseason
outings, they showed consider·
able promise.
The Hawks are a young· team
thi.s year with only seventeen
players returning from last year's
squad . This means that Coach
Knight must dress at least thirteen newcomers for every league
game. Most of these men are
rookies to Varsity football. Some

MAO SAY:
COMMERCE

PAY TOO MUCH
INTEREST

th~m look good.
John Re id o n defense is an
example. Re id the Monster Ma n
in Coach Lockharts unorthodox
but effective de fense played so
well that the coaching staff has
selected him as the outsLanding
player of the game. · This adds
to the two p :; int safe ty-touch
he scored to help an unproductive offence.
The rest of the def ensive squad
backed Reid up allowing only
115 yards total. They were wea k
in stopping the long ru n game
of the WarriJ::> rs on more th an
one occasion.
If the defensive squad looked
good most of the time the offe nse was the opposite, lookgood on only one occasion. T he
offensive l ine played fair even
good fo otball at t imes but the
lack of effective blocking from
the backfield obvio usl y offset
this even to the point or nullif ying the wide game almost C ' mpl etely. The offensive squad gained a total or 154 yards.
This Friday th e Hawks go
against Carleton at 8:00 p.m. at
Seagrrums Stadium.

of

Up for grabs.

Willison

CHRISTIAN NEWS
Free For All Students
CHRISTIAN NEWS
New Haven, Mo. 63068.
PLEASE SEND ME YOUR PAPER FREE OF CHARGE FOR EIGHT MONTHS.
Name

.... .. ..... ..... ..... .... ... ......... .... ................. ...... . .......... .... ... ... ....... ... ...................... .... ..... " ··

Address

........ ....... ... .. .................... ..... .. . . . ................ ............ .. .. .. ... .. ............ ....... .
. .. . ....... .. .... .... ... ....... . Prov. ......... .... ...

City
College

CHRISTIAN NEWS is an independent, conservative newspaper dedicated to Biblical
ChristiMtity, the highest standards of scholarship and unmanaged news.

MORROW
CONFECTIONERY
FAMOUS F OR CHINESE FOOD AND AMERICAN CUISINE

Recently Renovated

Licensed Under LCBO

T a k e Out Ord ers and Reservations
Phone : 7 42-4488 , 7 42-4489
Corner W eber a nd B ridgeport Road

103 University Ave. W .
POST OFFICE
Groceries - Sundries
Depot for

BELMONT CLEANERS
& TAILORS
Phone 742-2016
~----------·

EVELYN WOOD READING DYNAMICS COURSE

Hey There !
Why Not Make Like An EJder1y Boy Scout and

''BE PREPARED''
W E CAN T EACH YOU:
CLASS ES HE LD
• To Study More Effectively
IN KITCH ENER
3-10
Times
Faster
Read
• To
• To Cut O ut Forma l Note Taki ng

I

IN FACT TO BE A BETTER ALL ROUND STUDENT
We're Trying
• We're International -- We're Tax Deductible

EVELYN

0 D R ADI (i DY

41 King William Street, Hamilton

MCS

Call 525-5630
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. • • here ctre just • f - of the
huge technical •nd reference bNil

e

WITNESSES TO THE RUSSIAN
E d. by Roger Pebhybridge,
P u·b . at 6.00
e THE PORTABLE MEDIEVAL
Ed. by James Bruce Ross,
Pub. at 1.95 . .
e THE PORTABLE EMERSON
Ed . by M<3.rk Van Doren,
Pub. at 1.85
e THE PORTABLE BLAKE
AJ;fred Kazi.n, Pllb. at 1.85
e THE PORTABLE ROMAN
Basil Davenport. Pub. at 1.85
e THE PORTABLE RENAISSANC
Ed. by J ames Bruce Ross,
Pub. at 1.85
•• THE PORTABLE CERVANTES
Samuel Putll!am. P ub. at 1 85
THE RANGE OF REASON
Jacques Maritain, Pub. at 1.45
THE AENEID OF VIRGIL
Rolfe Humphries. Pu b. at 1.85
T HE PROTESTANT ETHIC AND
CA PITALISM.
Max Weber. Pub. at 1.45
SLAVER Y A ND FREEDOM
Nickolai Berdvea\·. Pub. at 145
THE AR T OF THE NOVEL
Henry James. Pub. at 1.65
THE PORTA BLE DANTE
Laurence Binyon . Pub at 185
e THE GREAT GATSBY
F Scott Fitzgerald. Pub. ~t 1 25
THE CHILDHOOD OF MAN
Leo Frobcnius. Pub. at 2.95
IN PRA IS E OF EN IGtHI:i NI'III E"T~
Albert Salomon. Pub. at 2.95
e PLATO : SELECTIONS
Ed. bv Raphael Demos
e HUME : SELECTIONS
Ed. by Charle~ W. Hendel Jr
e HE GEL : S ELECT IONS
Ed. by Jacob Loew€'nber~
e HOBBES: SELECTIONS
Ed. by Frederick .T. E. Woodbrid
e ARISTOTLE: SELECTIONS
Erl . bv W. D. Ross
• THE MYTH AND THE Dn1W~DII.Ijl!ill
Philip R~hv, Pub. at 1.95
e SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY
Willi am W. Lambert

